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6 million lambs annually, 88 per cent of which
industry produces 1
the domestic market. These lambs come from a tired breeding structure in which
cross-bred ewes (usually Border Leiccster X Merino), derived from Merino wool-growing flocks,
Other breeds used to a
are joined to short wool rams such as the Dorset Horn or Southdown.

The Australian lamb
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lesser extent include Dorset Horn x Merino, Corriedale and Polworth ewes, and Border Leicester,
Ryeland, Suffolk and Romney Marsh sires. Many trials have shown the superiority of the
Border Leicester x Merino and Dorset Horn x Merino ewes joined to Dorset Horn sires for the

of prime lamb. Lambing percentages vary between 90
170 % and lambs from these
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grow at rates of With the decline in Australian traditional export markets, interest has turned to the Middle
Eastern Muslim market, which requires a heavier 22 kg), leaner carcass. Suffolk sires are
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8 kg liveweight) at 9 months of age. Young
4
produce the required type of lamb (
2 yrs of age are currently supplied to the Muslim market as chilled carup to 3 1 /
To increase the profitable production of this type of carcass in Merino wool growing
casses.
0 per cent without increasing
flocks, farmers are increasing theproportion of ewes from 40 to 6
flock size.
The large flocks of feral goats in Australia have been intermittently harvested to provide
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quantities of meat for export (for example 6
22 kg according to age.
S goats are slaughtered each year and yield carcasses between 10
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Studies of these goats have shown that they are prolific (kidding percentage above 150 per
0 kg !week until weaning.
.
As these goats preferentially
cent) and the kids grow at about 1

small

browse there is a large potential use for them in rangeland management and studies have
to improve their meat production by selection and breeding.
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report analyses the growth characteristics and quality of kid carcass and meat. The
daily
gain (g /day) of male Alpine kids receiving only milk replacer can easily reach values
of 250 during the first month. The daily mean gain tends to decrease when the liveweight
6 kg at slaughter. The commercial dressing percentage (carcass -f- head + liver +
exceeds 1
heart + lungs + spleen) of light-weight kid is about 66-6
7 %. Generally, the net dressing perz kg L.W.) reaches about 5
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